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INTRODUCTION 

1. My full name is Robert Charles Nixon. My experience and qualifications are 

set out in my evidence in chief dated 31 August 2015. 

2. I confirm that I have read the Code of Conduct for Expert Witnesses 

contained in the Environment Court Practice Note 2014 and that I agree to 

comply with it. I confirm that I’ve considered all the material facts that I am 

aware of that might alter or detract from the opinions that I express, and 

that this evidence is within my area of expertise except where I state that I 

am relying on the evidence of another person. 

 

SCOPE 

3. My rebuttal evidence is provided in response to the evidence in chief filed 

by Adele Radburnd on 8 September 2015. 

4. I have also taken the opportunity to update information relating to 

designation C8 (Wigram Road). This concerns a Council Resolution made 

in the intervening period. 

 

DESIGNATION C8 – WIGRAM ROAD 

5. In paragraphs 108 – 116 of my evidence in chief, I described this 

designation and expressed the view that it could no longer be justified given 

the level of traffic, the effect on the submitter’s property, and other 

alternatives which are (or are likely in the future) to become available. 

6. Subsequent to the preparation of my evidence, the full Council resolved on 

10 September 2015 that this designation should be uplifted. 

 

WASTEWATER DESIGNATIONS 

7. In paragraphs 144 – 158 of my evidence in chief, I described four 

designations for wastewater treatment plants and pumping stations where 

the designations for these existing utilities were being ‘rolled over’ but 

subject to modifications to noise conditions. All of these designations were 

in the territory of the former Banks Peninsula District Council. 
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8. These amendments included minor modifications to Designation C 13 at 

Cashin Quay to update the application of the New Zealand Standards. In 

the case of the other three designations at Diamond Harbour and Tikao Bay 

in Akaroa Harbour (C 29, C 36, and C 37), the designation schedule in the 

Operative Banks Peninsula District Plan stated that the designations were 

subject to a noise condition but this had in fact been omitted from the plan. 

In paragraph 151 of my evidence I proposed that a noise standard be 

attached to these three designations, these being the updated version of 

the conditions proposed to be applied to the wastewater treatment facility 

at Cashin Quay. 

9. In paragraph 6.13 of her evidence, Ms Radburnd makes the comment that 

it would be more appropriate for these facilities to comply with the noise 

standards specific to their locality, rather than being aligned with the 

different (and noisier) Port environment at Cashin Quay. The noise 

standards specific to the locality which she refers to are those proposed in 

the Replacement District Plan for the zones concerned. 

10. I agree with her reasoning and with the noise condition that she proposes 

in paragraph 6.13 of her evidence. It is preferable for noise standards 

relating to particular facilities to be set having regard to the receiving 

environment. Cashin Quay is an industrial port environment, whereas Tikao 

Bay is rural in character and the noise standards in the host environments 

are significantly different.  

 

 

 

Robert Charles Nixon 

14 September 2015 


